Abstract
Introduction
The determination of data dependences is nowadays most often done by parallelizing and optimizing compiler systems on the level of source code, e.g. C or FOR-TRAN 90, or some intermediate code, e.g. RTL [21] . Data dependence analysis on the level of assembly code aims at increasing instruction level parallelism. Using various scheduling techniques like list scheduling [6] , trace scheduling [9] , or percolation scheduling [17] , a new sequence of instructions is constructed with regard to data and control dependences, and properties of the target processor. Most of today's instruction schedulers only determine data dependences between register accesses and consider memory to be one cell, so that every two memory accesses must be assumed as data dependent. Thus, analyzing memory accesses becomes more important while doing global instruction scheduling [3] . In this paper, we describe an intraprocedural value-based data dependence analysis, (see Maslov [14] for details about address-based and value-based data dependences), implemented in the context of the SALTO tool [19] . SALTO is a framework to develop optimization and transformation techniques for various processors. The user describes the target processor using a mixture of RTL and C language. A program written in assembly code can then be analyzed and modified using an interface in C++. SALTO has already implemented some kind of conflict analysis [12] , but their approach only determines address-based dependences between register accesses and assumes memory to be one cell.
When analyzing data dependences in assembly code we must distinguish between accesses to registers and those to memory. In both cases we derive data dependence from reaching definitions and reaching uses information that we obtain by a monotone data flow analysis. Register analysis makes no complications: the set of used and defined registers in one instruction can be established easily, because registers do not have aliases. Therefore, determination of data dependences between register accesses is not in the scope of this paper. For memory references we have to solve the aliasing problem [22] : whether two memory references access the same location. See Landi and Ryder [11] for more details on aliasing.
We have to prove that two references always point to the same location (must-alias) or must show that they never refer to the same location. If we cannot prove this, we would like to have a conservative approximation of all alias pairs (may-alias), i.e., memory references that might refer to the same location. To derive all possible addresses that might be accessed by one memory instruction, we use a symbolic value propagation algorithm. To compare memory addresses we use a modification of the GCD test [23] .
Experimental results indicate that in many cases our method can be more accurate in the determination of data dependences than other previous methods.
Programming Model and Assumptions
In the following we assume a RISC instruction set. Memory is only accessed through load (ld) and store (st) instructions. Memory references can only have the following format: a) mem = %rx + %ry or b) mem = %rx + offset. Use of a scaling factor is not provided in this model, but an addition would not be difficult. Memory accesses normally read or write a word of four bytes. For global memory access, the address (which is a label) first has to be moved to a register. Then it can be read or written using a memory instruction. Initialization of registers or copying the contents of one register to another can be done using the mv instruction. All logic and arithmetic operators have the following format: op src 1 ; s r c 2 ; dest. The operation op is executed on operand src 1 and operand src 2 ; the result is written to register dest. An operand can be a register or an integer constant. Control flow is modeled using unconditional (b) or conditional (bcc) branch instructions. Runtime-memory can be divided into three classes [1] : static or global memory, stack, and heap memory. When an address unequivocally references one of these classes, some simple memory reference disambiguation is feasible (see section 3). Unfortunately it is not easy to prove that an address always references the stack, when no interprocedural analysis is done from which one can obtain information about the frame pointer. In our approach we do not make such assumptions.
Alias Analysis of Assembly Code
In this section we briefly review techniques for alias analysis of memory references. Doing no alias analysis leads to the assumption that a store instruction is always dependent on a load or store instruction. A common technique in compile-time instruction schedulers is alias analysis by instruction inspection, where the scheduler looks at two instructions to see if it is obvious that different memory addresses are referenced. With this technique independence of the memory references in Fig. 1 (a) and (b) can be proved, because the same base register but different offsets are used (a), or different memory classes are referenced (b). Fig. 1 (c) shows an example where this technique fails. By looking only at register %o1 it must be assumed that register %o1 can point to any memory location, and therefore we have to determine that S3 is data dependent on S2. This local analysis disables notice of the definition of register %o1 in the first statement. This example makes it clear that a two-fold improvement is needed. First, we need to save information about address arithmetic, and secondly we need some kind of copy-propagation. Provided that we have such an algorithm, it would be easy to show that in statement S2 register %o1 has the value fp , 20 and therefore there is no overlap between the 4 byte memory blocks starting at o1 , 4 resp. fp , 20.
Symbolic Value Set Propagation
In this section we present an extension of the well-known constant propagation algorithm [23] . Our target is the determination of possible symbolic value sets (contents) for each register and each program statement. In a subsequent step of the analysis this information will be used for the determination of data dependences between storage memory accesses-meaning store and load instructions. The calculation of symbolic value sets is performed by a data flow analysis [10] . Therefore, we have to model our problem as a data flow framework L; _; F , where L is called the data flow information set, _ is the union operator, and F is the set of semantic functions. If the semantic functions are monotone and L; _ forms a bounded semi-lattice with a one element and a zero element, we can use a general iterative algorithm [10] that always terminates and yields the least fix-point of the data flow system.
Data Flow Information Set
Our method describes the content of a register in the form of symbolic values. Therefore, we have to define the initialization points of program P. A statement j is called an initialization point R i;j of P if j is a load instruction that defines the content of r i , a call node, or an entry node of a A variable R i;j of a symbolic value represents the value that is stored in register r i at initialization point R i;j . We use the value ? when we cannot make any assumptions on the content of a register.
As we are performing a static analysis, we are not able to infer the direction of branches taken during program execution. Therefore, it could happen that for a register r i , more than one symbolic value is valid at a specific program point. As a consequence, we must then describe possible register contents by the so-called k-bounded symbolic value sets. The limitation of the sets is to ensure the termination of the analysis. Let k 2 N be arbitrary, but fixed. Then a k-bounded symbolic value set is a set A 2 SV k = fX : X SVn f?gĵ X j kg f?g: In the following let REGS stand for the set of all registers.
We call a total map : REGS ! SV k a state. By this means the data flow information set we use for the calculation of symbolic value sets is given by the set of possible states SVS.
Union Operator
If a node in a control flow graph has more than one predecessor, we must integrate all information stemming from these predecessors. In data flow frameworks, joining paths in the flow graph is implemented by the union operator. Let ; 2 SVS, then the union operator _ of our data flow problem is defined as shown in Fig. 2 . The union operator _ is a simple componentwise union of sets. Additionally, to ensure the well-definition of the operator, we map arising sets with cardinality greater than k to the special value ?. We have proven, that for a fixed k 2 N, the set of states SVS in conjunction with this union operator constitutes a bounded semi-lattice with a one element and a zero element.
Semantic Functions
In the control flow graph chosen for the analysis, each node stands for a uniquely labeled program statement. Therefore we can unambiguously assign a semantic function to each of the nodes; this semantic function will be used to update the symbolic value sets assigned to each register. In Fig. 3 we specify some semantic functions used by our method. In this specification, stands for a state before the execution of the semantic function, and 0 for the corresponding state after the execution of the semantic function.
After the execution of an initialization point R i;j , we have no knowledge about the defined value of register r i .
The main idea of our method is to describe the register content of r i after such a definition as a symbolic value. As mentioned before, entry nodes of a procedure as well as load instructions are initialization points. The semantic function of an entry node n initializes the symbolic value set for each register r i with its corresponding initialization point R i;n .
By doing so, after the execution of n, the symbolic value R i;n stands for the value which is stored in r i before the execution of any procedure code.
The semantic function assigned to a load instruction initializes the symbolic value set of the register, whose value will be defined by the operation, similar to the description above of the corresponding initialization point. As opposed to entry nodes, such an initialization is only valid if the initialization point is safe. We call an initialization point safe if the corresponding statement is not part of a loop. In contrast, an initialization point inside a loop is called unsafe. The problem with unsafe initialization points is that the value of the affected register may change at each loop iteration. Therefore, we cannot make a safe assumption about its initialization value. To obtain a safe approximation in such a case the symbolic value set of the register is set to the special value ?. In Fig. 3 we use the operator which is an extension of the add operator for polynomials. The result of an application A B; A; B 2 SV k , is a pairwise addition of the terms of A and B. To ensure the well-definition of the operator, resulting sets with cardinality greater than k will be mapped to ?. Further, if one of the operands has the value ?, the operator returns ?. As we have proven that the semantic functions are monotone, the general iterative algorithm [10] can be used to solve our data flow problem.
Improvement of Value Set Propagation
Without limiting the cardinality of symbolic value sets our propagation algorithm may lead to infinite sets. Registers whose contents could change at each loop iteration are responsible for this phenomenon. The calculated symbolic value set for these registers comprises only the special value ?. Such an inaccuracy in the analysis cannot be accepted in practice. Therefore, we propose an improvement of the symbolic value set propagation algorithm by using NSV registers.
NSV Registers
In this section we introduce the concept of non-symbolic value registers, hereafter called NSV registers. A NSV register of a loop G 0 is a register r i used in G 0 , which content can change. The modified propagation algorithm works as follows:
1. First, we have to determine the NSV registers for all loops of the program. The sets of NSV registers contain among other things induction registers and registers which will be defined by a load instruction in G 0 .
2. Thereafter, for each NSV register r i we insert additional nodes into the control flow graph. At the beginning of the loop body we attach a statement n 0 : init r i , where n 0 is a unique and unused statement number. At the end of the loop body, and before each node of the control flow graph that can be reached after execution of the loop we insert a statement n 0 : setbot r i .
3. After this, we perform the symbolic value set propagation on the modified control flow graph. Further, for the inserted nodes we have defined semantic functions which set the symbolic value set of r i to the initialization point R i;n 0 (init) resp. to ? (setbot). Now we consider every initialization point as safe.
The improved version of our algorithm has two advantages:
The number of iterations of the general iterative algorithm, which we use for data flow analysis, will be reduced. Additionally, we can compare memory addresses even though they depend on NSV registers.
Determination of NSV Registers
In the following let G Fig. 4 shows the results of an improved symbolic value set propagation for a simple program. The NSV registers of the loop are %r1, %r2, %r3, and %r4. For each NSV register an init instruction resp. setbot instructions is inserted into the program. As a consequence, the data flow algorithm terminates after the third iteration. The concept of NSV registers allows a more accurate analysis of memory references inside the loop. Without NSV registers the value of register %r1 would have been set to ? eventually. In contrast, an improved symbolic value propagation always leads to proper values.
Data Dependence Analysis
The determination of data dependences can be achieved by different means. The most commonly used is the calculation of reaching definitions resp. reaching uses for all statements. This can be described as the problem of determining, for a specific statement and memory location, all statements where the value of this memory location has been written last resp. has been used last. Once the reaching definitions and uses have been determined, we are able to infer def-use, def-def, and use-def associations; a defuse pair of statements indicates a true dependence between them, a def-def pair an output dependence, and an use-def pair an anti-dependence. For scalar variables the determination of reaching definitions can be performed by a wellknown standard algorithm described in [1] . To use this algorithm for data dependence analysis of assembly code we have to derive the may-alias information, i.e., we have to check whether two storage accesses could refer to the same storage object. To improve the accuracy of the data dependence analysis the must-alias information is needed, i.e., we have to check whether two storage accesses refer always to the same storage object.
To achieve all this information we need a mechanism which checks whether the index expressions of two storage accesses X and Y could represent the same value. We solve this problem by applying a modified GCD test [23] . Therefore, we replace the appearances of registers in X and Y with elements of their corresponding symbolic value sets, and check for all possible combinations whether the equation X , Y = 0 has a solution.
For an example, we refer to Fig. 4 . Obviously, instruction 5 is a reaching use of memory in instruction 8. The derived memory addresses are R 1;12 , 40 and R 1;12 , 80,
When the instructions are executed in different loop iterations, R 1;12 may have different values. The modified GCD test shows that both instructions may reference the same memory location. Therefore, we have to assume a loop-carried data dependence between instructions 5 and 8.
Implementation and Results
The method for determining of data dependences in assembly code presented in the last sections was implemented as a user function in SALTO on a Sun SPARC 10 workstation running Solaris 2.5. Presently, only the assembly code for the SPARC V7 processor can be analyzed, but an extension to other processors will require minimal technical effort. Results of our analysis can be used by other tools in SALTO.
For evaluation of our method we have taken a closer look at two aspects:
Comparison of the number of data dependences using our method against the method implemented in SALTO; this shows the difference between addressbased and value-based dependence analysis concerning register accesses.
2.
Comparison between the number of data dependences using address-based and value-based dependence analysis for memory accesses.
As a sample we chose 160 procedures out of the sixth public release of the Independent JPEG Group's free JPEG software, a package for compression and decompression of JPEG images. We distinguish between the following four levels of accuracy: In level 1 we determine address-based dependences between register accesses, memory is modeled as one cell, so that every pair of memory accesses is assumed to be data dependent. Level 2 models the memory the same way as in level 1, and does value-based dependence analysis for register accesses. From level 3 on, register accesses are determined the same way as in level 2, and we analyze memory accesses with our symbolic value set propagation, but in level 3 the derivation of dependence is address-based. In level 4 we perform value-based dependence analysis. Level 1 analysis is performed by SALTO [19] , but SALTO does not consider control flow. Two instructions are assumed to be data dependent, even if they cannot be executed one after another. Level 2 is a common technique used by today's instruction schedulers, e.g. the r1 = fR1;12 g,r3 = fR3;3 g r1 = fR1;12 g,r3 = fR3;3 g r2 = fR2;13 + 1 g,r4 = fR4;15 g r2 = fR2;13 + 1 g, r4 = fR4;15 g 6 cmp %r2,9 r1 = fR1;12 g,r3 = fR3;3 g r1 = fR1;12 g,r3 = fR3;3 g r2 = fR2;13 + 1 g,r4 = fR4;5 g r2 = fR2;13 + 1 g,r4 = fR4;5 g 7 add %r3,%r4,%r3 r1 = fR1;12 g,r3 = fR3;3 g r1 = fR1;12 g,r3 = fR3;3 g r2 = fR2;13 + 1 g,r4 = fR4;5 g r2 = fR2; 13 one in gcc [21] or the one used by Larus et. al. [20] . Systems that do some kind of value propagation, but only determine address-based dependences, are classified in level 3. In section 8 we will have a closer look at other techniques for value propagation. Our method is classified in level 4 . As yet, we know of no other method which also determines value-based dependences. The table only contains those 39 procedures in which an improvement, i.e., less dependences, was noticeable from level 3 to level 4. Fig. 5 shows the number of dependences (sum of true, anti-, and output dependences), where we distinguish different levels of accuracy, as well as register and memory accesses. Fig.  5 also shows in the two rightmost columns the effect of a value-based analysis against an address-based analysis. For every procedure it is clear to see the proportion of data dependences that our method disproves.
Related Work
So far, only some work has been done in the field of memory reference disambiguation. Ellis [8] presented a method to derive symbolic expressions for memory addresses by chasing back all reaching definitions of a symbolic register, the expression is simplified using rules of algebra, and two expressions are compared using the GCD test. The method is implemented in the Bulldog compiler, but it works on an intermediate level close to high-level language. Other authors were inspired by Ellis, e.g. Lowney et. al. [13] , Böckle [4] , and Ebcioglu et. al. [15] . The approach presented by Ebcioglu is implemented in the Chameleon compiler [16] and works on assembly code. First, a procedure is transformed into SSA form [5] , and loops are normalized. For gathering possible register values the same derive value-based data dependences. For comparing memory references we use a modification of the GCD test. All known approaches for memory reference disambiguation do not propagate values through memory cells. Remember that loading from memory causes the destination register to have a symbolic value. When we compare two memory references we must have in mind that registers defined in different instructions may have different values, even if they were loaded from the same memory address. To handle this situation we plan to extend our method to propagate values through memory cells.
Software pipelining will be one major application of the present work in the near future; this family of techniques overlaps the execution of different iterations from an original loop, and therefore requires a very precise dependence analysis with additional information about the distance of the dependence. Development of this work entails in particular discovering induction variables, which is possible as a post-pass, as soon as loop invariants are known. Then coupling with known dependence tests, such as Banerjee test or Omega test [18] can be considered.
Finally, extending our method to interprocedural analysis would lead to a more accurate dependence analysis. Presently we have to assume that the contents of almost all registers and all memory cells may have changed after the evaluation of a procedure call. As a first step, we could make assumptions about the use of global memory locations, and we could derive exact dependences.
